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12am-4am intro
12am

In the beginning there was a stomach
A vast, open space always curving into itself

1am

My work is from that stomach and of that stomach and forever trying to climb out of itself.

5

2am

I wrote a song about a little blue vase that sits in my window and named it St. Anthony.

Patron saint of lost things. Lost bobby pins and socks and my favorite sweater. I read Kay Ryan1
and convinced myself to believe that the furniture is soft and loud and absorbent and that if I say
thank you to it every now and then that is good practice for caring for people. Not practical
caring; but maybe more a practice of being sensitive and aware of the little things that sometimes
slip beneath the rug.
3am

I grew thin in a dense religion, between ideas of Spirit and Virgin and a Bloody Lamb. I

wanted none of it and all of it. I have always had questions about the edges, about the limits of
the horizon, body and earth, spirit and flesh– I was 90% spirit and 9% mind and 1%
miscellaneous and 0% body. In my head I am a wild horse, I am the kitchen table, the
philosopher’s writing table, the blue vase simply catching light and dust at 10am. My stomach is
the same as my uterus and I am pregnant all the time with the sky which is also just the air
around me.
I am obsessed with metaphor and its ability to pry open a space around any very ordinary
thing. I think about eating the stars for dinner; I think about the sky falling and filling my
stomach. I marry deep space to the interior of my body. The horse turns into a table and its
stomach turns into a plate and then a black hole and I wonder if my stomach is a black hole– or if
my non-existent womb is a black hole. And I start to think of my perception of that blue vase as
simply an event horizon.2 That I might see it but that I only see what is behind it– the edge of all
that is folding into its infinite mass.
4am

January light has dull teeth
the kind
that don’t sink when they bite
but hold

1

Ryan, Kay. “Things Shouldn’t Be So Hard”. The Best of It, Grove Press, 2010, p. 244.
An event horizon is the “mathematically-defined, spherical surface” of a black hole. It is the point of no return from the object’s
collapsing time and space. (Blundell, Katherine. “BLACK HOLES: A Very Short Introduction”. Oxford University Press, 2015, p. 5.)
2
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’til blood stirs at the surface
all tender
against my sleeve– at least
something
brings me back to brim
In my head I am made of
winter earth
damp stubborn tired soil
damn stubborn
tired soil, packed tight below the rot
I’ve got
the gurgle of a million liters
pure gasoline
pulsing in my stomach
one day
my mind will find my body
I’ll crawl
out of my head, into my belly
and sleep a while, before
stirring to the surface
5am

for

6am

the

7am

light

8am
Photo stills from performance, ‘Day Grave’, (2021)3

9am morphology/forms
9am

I write a lot about gardening or the dirt that wedged itself into my fingernails when I was

young and I think it’s because it was the most visceral experience I had with my body. The ache
of hunching over, pulling rocks out of the beds for hours, the coarse soil embedded in my knees.
3

Day Grave, Video of performance: <https://youtu.be/QqbESPQFIFM >
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I was always very aware of the shape of the garden boxes and the shape of graves. I haven’t lost
many people who I was close to but I have always thought about death and anticipated death.
In December 2021 I did a performance with a broom, a bag of soil, and a rug. In February
I was looking at images from this performance and pulled the garden bed trapezoid into All That
Room Beneath the Table4 and eventually into The Edge of Time is Red5. Most of the paintings
share simple forms that shift ever so slightly from one work to the next.

Another last supper (2020), Everything is a little stuck (2020), Forever for supper (2020), For the old year
(2020)

In 2020 I started making a series of paintings of plate settings for the end of the
world—or “last suppers.” In my last painting of that year the plate became something else and
invited another ellipse above it. These two forms that are vertically oriented towards each other
have become a very fruitful way for me to ask questions about the way that the nature of one
might affect the nature of the other; shape-shifting questions about objectness, phenomena, void
and weight and light and gravity and shadow all in one brush stroke. They are not light and
shadow, cause and effect, but two individual forms with unlimited potential to morph from object
into space, from plate into stomach into hole into orb into clock and back into just plain paint on
canvas.
This capacity for change is important for the way that the figure comes into the work as
4
5

Exhibition Image, p. 18.
Exhibition Image, p. 19.
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well. The figure is me and I am morphing as the questions that I have turn over and elongate. All
of a sudden I am the chair and horse and table and drawing smudging forever into the abyss.

Chairs and curtain in November (2018), Untitled figure and table (2019), For the wind between the days (2021)

There has always been something that I view as a “figure” in my work. I use quotations
because the figure has seldom appeared as a human body. In 2018 the figure was a chair. It was
tangled with other chairs and bridged the architecture of an interior room to its structure. In 2019
it was a horse that was claustrophobic in the interior space it was depicted in, and often
inseparable from the furniture. In 2021 that horse morphed into the table.
When the table arrived in the work I was first and singularly viewing it as a figure. I had
been thinking of the horse that it came from in a similar vein to how Susan Rothenberg talks
about her horses– “a way of not doing people, yet it was a symbol of people, a self-portrait,
really.”6 The table, though an object, wasn’t that different from this idea of a horse. I related my
body to its four legs and its plane of a torso. Always upright for the sake of a plate. The plate was
a stomach. I took care that the legs were always painted a little wobbly or off-kilter– that the
table might be viewed as slightly alive. Is there overlap between the stuff of a table and the stuff
of me? The table has always been painted in the center of the composition, often with a Francis
Bacon flesh-like quality to its color, unevenness, and sense of morphing. The more I painted the
6

Glueck, Grace. “SUSAN ROTHENBERG.” The New York Times, July 22 1984,
<https://www.nytimes.com/1984/07/22/magazine/susan-rothenberg.html>. May 01, 2022.
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table, the more I realized its role in orienting me to the non-space that I was painting the table
into. (The space is just as subject to change as the figure). I was looking down at a table that was
well above my head. The table allowed me to play with perspective and orientation in a way that
I related directly to Sara Ahmed’s consideration of Heideggers’s thoughts on the philosopher’s
writing table.
In a lot of phenomenological writing the table that the philosopher is writing on is often
used as an example of that object which the philosopher is perceiving. Heidegger noted that the
table was an object that was classified as a “tool” and that perceiving a tool meant apprehending
its use. “It is not just that the object tends toward something, where the tendency supports an
action, but that the shape of the object is itself shaped by the work for which it is intended.”7
Ahmed teases out this idea that “the orientation of objects is shaped by what the objects allow
me to do” and that element of “doing”8 implies an action between me and the object that
intimately connects us, and that this question of action is then a question of “how we inhabit
space.”9
In A Million Liters of Sky in My Stomach10 the table has a stomach. This stomach takes
the shape and position of where a plate would typically be on a table. It is front and center to the
viewer, anticipating approach. But it is no longer an object fit for use. Divorced from the
background of a domestic interior, the table is misplaced. It becomes pared down to just an idea
or gesture of a table. This misplacement, along with the way that it has been painted with very
few brush strokes, embellishment, or detail, formalizes the table to push it even further from its
object origins. Similar to Rothenberg’s horses, the table is removed from its context and
considered within a vast painting space. This formal lens allows the table to operate as a frame,
7

Ahmed, Sara. Queer Phenomenology. Duke University Press, 2006, p.52.
Ahmed, p. 52.
9
Ahmed, p. 53.
10
Exhibition Image, p. 25.
8
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as a plane, as a simple perspectival tool. The edge of the table is often very similar in width to
the depth of the painting’s stretcher. The formalization of the table renders the table useless as a
tool, but useful as an orienting device. It is precisely in this failure of the table as a tool that it
can be connected back to my body. When I paint the table I am not apprehending its presence as
a utilitarian object, rather as a way to ground me in the painting space. To hold me in front of it.
The table image becomes a tool that is deeply connected to the way that I am situated in the work
when I am making it.
10am

(watching the blue vase catch light and dust)
11am-1pm painting object

(11am)

Preface for 12am-1pm: In my work, a painting is first and foremost an object. A painting

is an object that often has paint on the largest surface of it. The painted image is often what
completes the painting, but is never solely the painting.
12pm

Because the painting exists on the surface of an object, it must acknowledge the object that

it is a part of. Some of my paintings are larger than me. From the very first application of rabbit
skin glue, I am shrinking and extending and hopping up and down from the stool to quickly
cover the whole surface. Other paintings are very small and I sit hunched over on the floor. I
cradle the panel in one hand and brush in the other. The posture that my body takes toward the
work as I paint is a major part of the way that I orient myself toward the painted image as a
painted object.
I always start the large ones with their emptiness. I primarily use oil paint and Gamsol.
Sometimes oil bar. Oil paint is fussy and slow and fast all at once. Often I apply the first layer of
paint on the canvas and then sit with it for a couple of days before applying the next. Because I
do not begin a painting with a specific idea of how it will end, this time of looking at the layers is
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very important. It is specifically important to how I view and settle with the final painted image.
A painting with five layers is a surface with five layers of time that push off of the surface of the
canvas and towards its perceiver. If the ground color of the painting peeks out, I see it as the
beginning (early time) of the painting peeking through. If the canvas is left raw at the edge, I see
it as the object-ness of the painting reclaiming itself in the perceptual experience of the work.
This possibility of tension between the objectness of the structure of the painting and the painted
image is crucial for the large paintings that would otherwise become vacuous spaces.
I am thinking of Mark Rothko’s fields of color and the way that they completely fill the
canvas. In The Edge of Time is Red and All That Room Beneath the Table I utilize Rothko’s scale
and expansive planes of color with distinctively disheveled edges. I bring together these familiar
elements only to subvert them with the subdued, matte quality of the paint and raw canvas edges.
I am interested in undercutting this language in order to ground the work in the physical world.
The color fields in my paintings operate as suggestions of a state of matter and atmosphere. Deep
space, blood, ominous weather. My paintings are large so that the table can be life size. So that
the questions I’m asking about my body in space and time can operate on a one-to-one ratio.
These atmospheric spaces are inseparable from the forms that hover within them. They serve to
set a tone and viscosity for the space which suspends the ellipses and figurative element in the
painting plane.
1pm

Every painting exists because of the ones before but is not of the ones before. I hope to

discover something– a new facet to the questions that I have about the physical and metaphysical
limitations of my body. I am not trying to pin something down in the work; I am trying to open it
up. What is the nature of emptiness? The questions that I have about what a painting is and how
it operates as an object and an experience are the same questions that I have about being a
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human. The perimeter of the painting becomes an event horizon. It is the surface of a black hole
whose collapsed mass is of the verbal and all that words can not hold. The perimeter of the work
always acknowledges the physicality of the object; and the perception of that perimeter is
inherent to the viewer, therefore it is never fixed.
2pm-4pm blur
2pm 3pm 4pm In

the afternoon, I am squished between the morning and night, always staring out

the window with too much space in my head.
5pm-5pm time (the end and color)
5pm

Time breaks everything and holds it all together. It is the ultimate negative space. Some

days there are a million 5pms all in one hour.
5pm

Having grown up in Christianity, I find it very natural that my relationship to time is just as

frustrated as my relationship to the matter that makes up this world and the “negative space” of
that matter– the metaphysical. I was young and imagining that time and space existed beyond me
and my body. The end of time, or death, or the apocalypse was always the beginning of more
time. Now I eat dinner within the thick presence of global warming. The end of the world is not
impending. It is pending. It is here and all-encompassing and I can’t untangle myself from it.11
5pm

“In an age of global warming, there is no background, and thus there is no foreground. It is

the end of the world, since worlds depend on backgrounds and foregrounds.”12
5:30pm color, deep space, the edge of time (non-space which is actually full)
5:30pm Perylene

Crimson and Cobalt Blue Deep are the two tubes of paint that I always have on

hand. The red is ominous and deep and has the smallest hint of gasoline-like iridescence after a
couple of layers have been applied. I often start paintings with this color as the base layer in

11
12

Morton, Timothy. Hyperobjects: Philosophy and Ecology for the End of the World. University of Minnesota Press, 2013, p. 108.
Morton, p. 99.
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anticipation of the red edges that might peek out toward the end. This first layer of crimson is as
much from my interior (blood and stomach) as it is from my imagination of the edge of time–
ominous, hovering, thick. It is a way for me to think of the proximity of these two
disparate-feeling things. The event horizon of a black hole is the edged beginning of an infinite
inside.13 The edge of time is inseparable from the body. The blue is calm and airy and comes
more to the surface of the painting than the red does. When I use the blue, I paint multiple layers
and always layer it behind or on top of another color to subdue its saturation. When the
saturation of the blue is subdued, it has the ability to suggest an atmosphere that is void of
gravity and time. When I paint the blue on top of the red, it combines these qualities of blood,
time (anticipation), and weightless space and pushes the suggested realm of the depicted space
into deep space, or non-space, or some sort of space that could exist between the days.
The color field painters’ works are large and expansive and they envelop the viewer in
their evocative proposition of color. They created this envelopment as an invitation to viewers to
lose themselves in the emotional and spiritual quality of the color. I am not interested in the
viewer losing themselves to my paintings. I am interested in the juxtaposition of a vast space and
a two-dimensional surface. The viscously vacuous quality of the atmosphere in my paintings is
reiterated by the vertical alignment of the ellipses and the lack of a horizon line. With no horizon
there is no vanishing point. There is nothing to be vanished. The tables and ellipses are painted in
perspective but the perspective leads your eye to nowhere. There is no beyond the edge of the
table.
6pm
7pm

13

Hawking, Stephen, and Roger Penrose. The Nature of Space and Time, Princeton University Press, Princeton, NJ, 2015, p.39.
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8pm-9pm walking home
8pm 9pm

Time is a way to name, to wear, to break, to place, and to hold. It is ticking and cadence

and structure and buoy and it is hung crooked on the wall. It is the thickest negative space to ever
hold me where I am. I am dizzied by the numbers on the clock and the way that they shrink
against my experience of life passing fast or slow or not at all. I feel myself straddling the before
and after of my existence and I say thank you to that precarity every night when I am walking
home.
10-11pm some strange power
10pm 11pm

In the end we weren’t afraid We
Did the dishes and took out the trash We got drunk
on any wine we could muster out of the damned earth On any love we could squeeze
out of each other On
anything really Really We
were bloated with the possibility of tomorrow

15
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